
My Dear Members,
Firstly I would like to congratulate! 

all members on this issue- 7, (July-Sept) 
of ICPMA quarterly newsletter after the 
successful distribution of April-June (issue 
-6) of the newsletter to Corrugated Box & 
Board manufacturers.

Created with compelling content 
and visual design, it is very informative 
and edifying. The digital copy will also 
be circulated to all the industrial majors 
involved in Corrugated Box & Board 
manufacturing. Newsletter archive link 
will be hosted on ICPMA website home 
page, which will serve an incredibly useful 
function as a content marketing.

It is with great pleasure that I want 
to thank the INDIAN CORRUGATING 
INDUSTRY for  building trust & confidence 
towards the India’s fi rst Paper Corrugated 
& Packaging Machinery Manufacturers 
Association ( ICPMA).

ICPMA is the India’s fi rst Paper 
Corrugated & Packaging Machinery 
Manufacturers Association. Formed in 
2014 ICPMA was started when around 
8 Corrugated Packaging Machinery 
Manufacturer joined hand in New Delhi & 
formed a strong association. And thereafter 
all the leading manufacturers of India 
joined hands together to form a strong 
bonding among themselves.
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SUN-UP (INDIA) PACKAGING MACHINERY CO.PVT.LTD.

Plot No. R-268, TTC Industrial Area, Thane-Belapur Road, Navi Mumbai - 400 701
Tel: +91-22-27690782 / 27606187 / 8655141212

Mobile: +91-8655553399 / 7021995500
Email: rsbhurjee@rediffmail.com | rsbhurjee@gmail.com

www.sunup.in | www.sunup-upindia.net

Raunak Singh Bhurjee, CEO
SunUp (India) Packaging Machinery Co. Pvt. Ltd.

Over a period of time ICPMA 
has grown in Size and strength and 
has emerged as a voice of the Indian 
Corrugated Packaging Machinery Industry. 
As the main aim of the association is to 
upgrade all of us with the new technology 
of advancement in our industries. So, that 
we also be a part of highly developed 
international market like, Europe and 
America. 

ICPMA is the leading global resource 
for the Corrugated Packaging Machinery 
manufactures supply chain. Our core 
purpose is to unite the industry across the 
manufacturing supply chain. We connect 
people knowledge and ideas and equip you 

to succeed in the global market place and 
navigate the future.

We are blessed with a wonderful blend 
of youth and experience in the ICPMA G 
C committee. With the support of every 
member of the G C Committee we will 
continue with the activities and services of 
the association to the best of our abilities. 
ICPMA is like a family – each one of you 
is an integral part of this family. This 
family cannot progress without the active 
participation of all members.

Best Wishes & Regards,
Hitesh Nagpal (President)

Hitesh 
Nagpal 
(President)
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EXPORTER & IMPORTER OF 3/5/7 PLY AUTOMATIC CORRUGATED PAPER 
BOARD & SEMI AUTOMATIC BOX MAKING MACHINES &ALLIED SPARES
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The India corrugated  
boxes market is expected 
to exhibit a CAGR of  
3.70% during 2022-2027

The expanding e-commerce industry 
is primarily driving the India corrugated 
boxes market. Additionally, the widespread 
adoption of fast-moving consumer goods 
(FMCG), such as toiletries, beverages, 
drugs, household items, etc., is further 
catalyzing the market growth. Besides this, 
the growing consumer inclination towards 
lightweight and innovative packaging 
materials has led the leading manufacturers 
to design corrugated boxes in varying sizes 
and shapes, which is acting as another 
significant growth-inducing factor. Moreover, 
the increasing utilization of these boxes as 
an effective marketing strategy for retail-
ready packaging (RPR) and shelf-ready 
packaging (SRP) is also propelling the 
product demand in this country. Apart from 
this, the rising investments in R&D activities 
to improve the sustainable properties, 
chemical resistance, dimension stability, and 
weatherability of the variants are anticipated 
to fuel the India corrugated boxes market 
over the forecasted period.
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Neon masterstitch pro series
Reinventing the box stitching process is important. Here’s why.

Corrugated box industry has come a 
long way. It has become an integral 
part of consumer product journey. 
Organizations around the country 
have started laying more emphasis on 
the quality and appearance of their 
product packaging. Having said that, 
the demand for innovative, attractive, 
and top-quality boxes are higher than 
ever. 

Corrugators have adopted newer, 
more efficient technology to deliver an 
exceptional product that doesn’t just 
look great but have a higher bursting 
strength and provide better protection 
to the goods packaged inside. It is 
now safe to assume that your box 

quality and strength are as good as 
your stitching/ pinning standards. 

Stitching boxes a bottleneck? 

7 out of 10 carton box 
manufacturers would agree that a 
major drawback of their plant is the 
stitching process. Seasonal producers 
find it particularly challenging to cope 
up with high demand during their peak 
because of this problem. “We must 
run night shifts just to finish up the 
stitching jobs during our peak season. 
It is a major inconvenience for my 
men.”, says Mr Amit P, the owner of a 
semi-automatic plant (Rajkot).

“Stitching as a process is a twofold 
challenge. First, the 
unavailability of a 
reliable machinery. 
Second, the 
reliability on skilled 
labour. These two 
challenges restrict the 
manufacturers to focus 
on something that is 
important – The stitch 
quality”, adds Mr 
Girish S (Ahmedabad). 
More than 90% 
of semi-automatic 
plants rely on manual 
stitching machines. 

These machines fail to deliver 
consistent, quantitative output. 
In addition to that, these 
stitchers are very difficult to 
maintain and the availability 
of skilled men running these 
machines are scarce. These 
are all the reasons to move 
away from them at any costs. 

Neon Masterstitch pro series: 
An answer to your stitching 
problems. 

Neon Masterstitch series 
is a result of vigorous research 
into every single detail 
associated with the stitching process. 
This revolutionary series of equipment 
contains a dual servo double pinning 
stitching system with a sophisticated 
PLC system. With a single press of 
the foot switch, the machine produces 
evenly spaced double pins that 
seamlessly dwells into the box design. 
To minimize the risk of breakdowns, 
Neon developed it’s signature Hex- 
blow system to force the air into the 
head after each box cycle to keep 
the head clean from the inside. This 
innovation saves you machine from 
any wear caused by the gusty particles 
from the wire. 

The operation of the machine 

is relatively simple too. Since the 
machine is now responsible to hold 
the box and sync it’s movement and 
pinning speed, anyone with little 
training can operate this machine. 
Therefore, it saves time, overhead and 
dependability on skilled labour.

Quality and reliability is at the 
heart of Neon brand and this is 
truly reflected in the performance 
of MASTERSTITCH PRO SERIES. 
Expand your production, quality and 
reach with NEON MASTERSTITCH 
PRO and take your business to the 
next level. 

www.ratanpostpress.com
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Corrugation manufacturing process by 
using an Integrated semi-automatic 
glue circulating system, it avoids the 
formation of the lumps and maintains 
the glue chemical properties.

The Benefits of using Circulating 
System.
• Reduce consumption of glue while 

manufacturing carton.
• Timer controlled gentle mixing 

avoids separation & sedimentation 
of glue

• Least wastage with low labor cost.
• No Lump formation of Glue 

Improves the board quality.

(C) Automatic Glue Kitchen.

It has been observed and felt 
over more than 2 decades in India, 
carton box manufacturers having no 
options, have to import machinery 
from different countries and  they 
face a challenge of services  and its 
replacements.

Manufacturing proper Glue suitable 
to carton box manufacturing line is 
most important and critical part. There 
are variety of method for making a Glue 
used in manufacturing Carton box.

1.) Glue manufactured using modified 
premixed starch.

Limitations of using Premixed Modified 
Starch.

•  Cost of production is very high.

• Gel-point and viscosity 
inconsistency was observed.

• Restraining to change the viscosity 
by maintaining gel point based on 
paper quality.

• Solid content in Glue could not be 
change as per paper requirement.

• No scientific approach for 
preparation of batch, since it’s 
only a mixing process.

• No records for raw material 
consumption could be evaluated 
while manufacturing glue.

• Totally human driven and 
dependent process.

2.) Glue manufactured using a Raw 
Maize Starch using Automatic Glue 
kitchen.

The Automatic Glue kitchen (Made 
in India Product) along with automatic 
caustic mixture   panel.

Glue kitchen automatically selects 
the sequence of products as defined 
in batch recipe. Using high precision 

3.) Automatic Glue Circulating System
Once the Glue is prepared it is 

important to circulate the same with 
proper instruments. This efficiently 
transfers the Glue with least wastage 
and without disturbing the chemical 
bonding properties.

Using the “Touch-HMI” at 
Automatic Glue circulating system, 
users shall get following controls.
•  Glue transfer controls. (To Sends 

Glue from Glue kitchen to storage 
tank & later to Production Line 
tanks.)

-  Using Precision weighing system 
for measuring the exact amount of 
Glue to transfer. Safety interlocking 
avoids overfilling and under-filling 
during production. So system always 
supplies fresh glue with maintained 
safe level at production tank.

-  Maintains the Glue recirculation 
cycle by controlling the Start/Stop 
sequence of circulating pump, hence 
glue quality is maintained.

- Being an automatic system it is least 
man-power required during entire 

GUMCORRU- Machines was 
established year 1988 by Shri Prakash 
Macwan having manufacturing base 
at Industrial Area, Anand in Gujarat. 
Under his constant perseverance 
GUMCORRU MACHINES developed 
GLUE MIXERS with different  variety, 
Powder Plants & finally AUTOMATIC 
GLUE KITCHEN- A Made in India 
Product.

The choice of Glue preparation 
equipments depends on the 
requirements of Carton box 
manufacturer and the method are 
based on the:
(1) Availability of Raw material.
(2) Its performance at box 

manufacturing line.
(3) Finally, a Cost of manufacturing a 

Glue.

(A) Cold Gum mixing machines.
Using a proper mixer during 

process of making the Glue enhances 
the property of glue as within a specific 
time period, a homogenous process 
of mixing of starch with additive is 
achieved.

The Benefits of using Mixing machine.
• Reduce consumption of glue while 

manufacturing carton.
• High shear mixing with stable 

viscosity & consistence.
• Least wastage with low labour 

cost.
• Improves the board quality.

(B) Integrated Semi-automatic 
corrugated Glue circulating system.

Circulation of the glue is 
mandatory process, so during 

Automatic glue kitchen- by Gumcorru machines
(A Made in India Product)

Advance Starch Glue Preparation Technology & Systems
Weighing system it adds the Starch, 
borax, caustic solution, Water, Re-
cycle water & controls the heating as 
per required quantit. Preparing with 
scientific method system ensures the 
formation of chemical bonding occurs 
during each   stage.

Automatic Caustic Mixer.

Understanding the criticality of 
handling (Safety Hazard standards 
as per factory act.), preparing & 

adding of the exact quantity of Caustic 
solution during glue preparation. The 
Automatic caustic mixture is designed 
to store 150 Lit of Caustic solution 
(Caustic flex + Water). Automatic 
Caustic mixture is fitted on precision 
weighing system which ensures 
correct addition of Caustic and water 
as per the concentration required.

150 Lit of preparation can last for 
8 continuous Glue preparation batches 
each of 1000 Litres.

Below are the benefits of using model GC-1000 Automatic Glue kitchen.

Benefits of using Automatic Glue 
kitchen.
•  Siemens Advanced Recipe driven 

functionality with User friendly 
operation.

• Great Cost Reduction
• Gel-point and viscosity 

consistency is maintained.
• Solid content along with 

Viscosity can be changed as per 

paper quality by maintaining 
the Gel point.

• Scientific approach for 
preparation of batch with 
heating controls.

• Records for raw material 
consumption can be evaluated 
while manufacturing glue.

• Automatic Usage of Re- cycle 
water during glue preparation.

day trouble free production. (70% 
to 80% reduction of manpower for 
supply of gum to production line.)

• Glue Return controls. (To Return 
Glue from production line tanks back 
to Storage tank.)

- Using Precision weighing system 
for measuring the return of Gum 
from production tank using safety 
interlocking mechanism.

- A single touch on HMI Screen 
enables users to bring glue back.

• Re-cycle water Return controls. 
(To store Re-cycle water to recycle 
storage tanks.)

-  At end of production day, operators 
cleans the machine with water, 
As per environment law since this 
water has gum contents it cannot be 
discharges to open land or drains. 
Our Automatic Glue circulating 
system is designed to restore this 
same at recycle water storage tanks 
which is again used for preparation 
of New Glue.

 www.gumcorrumix.com
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DGM India is targeted to manufacture approx  
100 machines per year.
DGM Automation India Pvt.Ltd. is 
officially formed in January, 2018 
but started their operations in India 
from December,2019 as an 100% 
subsidiary of M/s Huizhou Degang 
Machinery Co. Ltd. (Formally Known 
as DGM in China and International 
Market)

DGM China is formed in 1985 
and was first private manufacturing 
company in china. DGM started their 
manufacturing with folder gluers in 
china for domestic market and soon 
got entry into international market due 
to its design, R&D and performance.

DGM China is presently 
manufacturing in 30000 square meter 
of Shed and had recently acquired 
another 55000 square meters of shed 
to meet increasing demand of machine 
in domestic and international market. 
Even considering future demand DGM 
had invested in another 50000 square 
meters of Land to be future ready.

In India, DGM is operating 
in 30000 square feet of covered 
area with dedicated Demo Centre 
for machine demo and trial and a 
dedicated warehouse for mechanical 
and electrical parts.

DGM as a group is manufacturing 
now Automatic Die-cutters, Folder 
Gluers, Hot Foil-Stamping and Flute 

Laminators.

DGM India is their first step 
towards globalization and being near 
to the potential market. India factory is 
targeted to manufacture approx.. 100 
machines per year.

Indian factory shows importance 

of Indian market in the plans of DGM 
Global as it is first factory of DGM 
after china. In Future plans DGM is 
planning to start manufacturing in 
South America  and Africa to keep up 
with market potential.

DGM India is successfully 

established in India with 100+ 
machines installed base within 4 years 
with repeat and referral orders.

As an next step now DGM India 
is expanding their foot prints with 
Sales and Service team in East , West 
and South India. In North India the 
company is successfully placed.
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Topics covered in the ICPMA Webinar on “Metallurgy”
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28-30 September 2023
India Expo Mart, Greater Noida, India

India’s most trusted event on
Corrugated Packaging &
Folding Carton Industry

For more information: Shradha Malik   |   +9198107 37270,  |   shradha.malik@rxglobal.com

www.indiacorrexpo.com   |   www.indiafoldingcarton.com

th10  edition
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take this opportunity 
to thank all our 
customers and vendors 
who have been on 
this journey with us. 
With the ‘Customer-
First’ approach, now 
the entire team is 
committed to serving 
you with the best of our 

products and services. 
Our focus is more on our end-user 
requirements & challenges to ensure 
maximum value addition through our 
knowledge, capability & skill’’.

BRANDS

WaterBond® - Water-Based Printing 
Inks for Print Packaging Application

ESORA – Screen Inks for several 
applications and substrates

Seven-11 Solvent Inks – Solvent 
based Toluene and Toluene Free Inks

Seven-11 Auxiliaries – Range 
of water-based and other press 
chemicals

QUALITY ASSURANCE

‘’We stringently monitor our 
manufacturing process at every step 
to ensure that our inks are stable 
during entire printing process to 
achieve high-quality results’’.

Seven-11 Industries 
has excelled in the printing 
inks manufacturing 
process, and have 
pioneered indigenous 
manufacturing of water-
based printing inks, liquid 
(solvent) inks, screen inks, 
and auxiliaries.

The company’s brand 
new 1.2L Sq. Ft. manufacturing 
facility at Morai (Vapi-Gujarat) 
Industrial Estate is now being 
operational. Vapi is strategically 
located close to the several designated 
chemical manufacturing zones in 
South Gujarat, enabling quick & 
cost-effective procurement of raw 
materials. This enables the company 
to deliver competitive products, both 
in price & quality to its customers.

With an annual inks production 
capacity of 24000 metric tons, the 
Morai plant is well equipped with 
automatic & semiautomatic processes 
to ensure high-quality consistent inks 
in every barrel.

The company is achieving new 
heights in the fast-evolving inks 
industry with a ‘Customer-First’ 
approach.  As the MD of the company 
‘’Mr Raj Kumar Lodha’’ says, “ 
Everyone at Seven-11 Industries is 
very excited about our new Morai 
plant now being operational. We 

New Morai plant in operation Webinar on “Metallurgy”  
organised by ICPMA recently..

WEBINAR INVITATION
29th September (Thursday)

5:30-6:30 pm (Evening)

You are cordially invited to the webinar organized by 

ICPMA  on 29th Sept at  
5:30-6:30 pm (Evening) on google meet.

Link for joining: https://meet.google.com/bgo-jvjy-vkk

• Introduction to Metallurgy 
• Ferrous & non ferrous alloys
• Engineering materials

• Manufacturing processes
• Testing of materials

 TOPICS
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From the Vice President (ICPMA)- Raunak Singh Bhurjee 
Latest Trends in Corrugated Packing space
E-commerce

E-commerce retail sales are 
continuing to rocket, with estimates 
of around 20% annual growth in 
e-commerce trade in Europe only. The 
Global scenario is equally encouraging.

Global online sales are expected to 
be over $5.5 trillion in 2023. This will 
have a profound impact on packaging 
demand, especially in the corrugated 
industry as it represents 80% of 
demand in e-commerce.

The increasingly complex logistics 
chain for direct-to-consumer delivery 
– e-commerce packages are expected 
to be handled up to 20 times or more 
during standard distribution – means 
there is new demand for cost-effective 
secondary corrugated board packaging.  

Demands from brand owners 
are now being felt by the converting 
industry as many brands now require 
the secondary pack to carry their image 
into the home, not just the retail outlet. 
This increases the need for converters 
to produce high-quality graphic designs 
on the shippers themselves.

Fit-to-product

Born out of e-commerce has been 
the advent of fit-to-product (FtP) or 
box-on-demand systems, driven in 
particular by the needs of dedicated 

e-commerce sellers such 
as Amazon etc. This 
technology enables the 
production of customised 
secondary packaging 
based on the exact size 
of the product being 
packed, including 
irregular shapes. For the 
end-user, this eliminates 
the need for large 
inventories of standard-
sized boxes which often 
require copious amounts of filler 
material.

As FtP platforms become more 
popular, there will be more demand 
for boards sold as fanfold, as well as 
finishing equipment, such as printers, 
that can operate with them.

Major moves are being undertaken 
to capitalise on this growth market.  

Sustainability
Corrugated board is proving 

popular in packaging as sustainability 
becomes a more important issue 
across the value chain – it is easy 
to recycle and the pulp and paper 
industry is already adept at converting 
these into new generations of 
containerboard. These qualities mean 
there has been a rise in the popularity 
of corrugated protective formats 

over polymer-based 
alternatives, such as 
expanded polystyrene 
(EPS) foams.

While the lightweight 
board has long been 
affecting the corrugated 
industry, right weighting, 
and rightsizing are 
playing an increasingly 
important role in this 
market, not only in 

response to consumer demand for 
efficient packaging but also in response 
to the logistics chain’s adoption of 
dimensional weight (DIM) pricing. 
In some instances, substituting to 
a heavier board grade can have a 
beneficial impact overall as it allows for 
the elimination of additional protective 
elements,

The desire to minimise the volume 
of air being shipped within all delivery 
channels means that in some instances 
there have been significant cost 
increases. For example, a 32-pack of 
toilet rolls costs an estimated 37% 
more to ship using charges based on 
dimensions, rather than simple weight.

The importance of lightweighting 
will continue to be felt over the coming 
years as retailers look to save costs as 
well as appeal to end users.

Retail changes

Retail-ready packaging has 
established itself as a major cost saver 
for retailers, throughout the globe. This 
ongoing profit pressure is providing 
an impetus to use more retail-ready 
formats as a labour-saving solution, as 
it is estimated that these secondary 
packaging formats can reduce 
shelf restocking and handling costs 
considerably.  It is also particularly 
popular with sales in convenience 
stores or discount retailers. For brands, 
it gives the added bonus of giving them 
greater control over the presentation of 
their goods within the retail space.

The expansion of e-commerce 
trade into the grocery sector is likely 
to have a slight impact on retail-ready 
packaging use as online sales do not 
require these pack types.

Corrugated cases will still be used 
to ship goods to an online retailers 
warehouse or ‘fulfilment centre’ but 
these do not need to be retail-ready 
formats. The emergence of subscription 
box and meal kit services – which 
offer direct-to-consumer delivery 
of specialist food using a weekly or 
monthly subscription – is providing 
some new opportunities for corrugated 
board suppliers with delivery-friendly 

Continued on page no-16
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Becker produces screw, claw, 
radial vacuum pumps, roots booster 
pumps, rotary vane compressors and 
side channel blowers. Becker has an 
annual turnover of Euros 200 million. 
Becker India has its headquarter in 
Bhukum, Pune. Kalbro pumps is a 
Delhi NCR based renowned company 
in this fi eld and now serve customers 
with Becker German products and has 
a fully equipped after sales service 
and testing facility.

Becker India a fully owns subsidiary 
of  Becker Germany is a world leading 
vacuum and compression equipment 
manufacturer with it’s headquarter in 
Wuppertal , Germany and it has 21 
subsidiaries globally and becoming 
fully operation in India.

Now Becker India has joined 
hands with Kalbro Pumps a renowned 
company in this fi eld since 1982 and 
appointed it as authorised distributer 
and service provider in Northern India.

Becker India join hands with 
Kalbro pumps for North India 
sales & service

Continued

Acme Machinery India Pvt Ltd , 
based in Mumbai is a manufacturer 
of Printing & Packaging machinery 
with  60+ years of experience  in the 
corrugation  industry.

The company is launching its 
“Automatic Combine Pressure Folder 
Gluer Machine” in India CORR EXPO, 
8-10 Oct., 2022, Mumbai (Stall 

no-A4A) for Corrugated Lock Bottom 
cartons of size 1800mm. 

Automatic Combine Pressure 
Folder Gluer Machine This machine 
can be of use to the corrugated box 
manufacturers who specially require 
to run smaller size batch of corrugated 
boxes. It helps fast job change over 
thus saving time & money. 

Acme Machinery India Pvt Ltd (Mumbai)...
Launching automatic combine pressure folder gluer machine for corrugated 
lock bottom cartons of size 1800mm.

formats containing goods within a die-
cut interior.

Digital printing advancements

As the digital print market matures, 
the corrugated sector, while still in 
its infancy, has developed a growing 
appetite for the adoption of the 
process, and systems are now being 
developed to address the demands of 
the high-volume liner and post-print 
markets.

The fl exibility of run-lengths, 
savings in set-up costs, the ability to 
personalise either relating to brands, 
regions, stores or individuals and the 

level of quality now available through 
the latest technologies all combine 
to create a ‘perfect storm of growth 
opportunities for converters and 
printers.

Brand owners are recognising the 
opportunities to grow dwindling brand 
loyalty through greater engagement 
with their customer base provided by 
these technological developments, and 
industry leaders see packaging as an 
important component in the creation 
of a memorable shopping experience 
that users will want to share via social 
media, which can drive marketing, 
encourage repeat business and attract 
new customers.
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Product Line
Dry vacuum pressure pumps
Dry vacuum pumps
Oil-Lubricated Vacuum pumps
Side channel blowers

bkrsales@kalbro.com +91-995 302 8326, +91-935 506 4641www.kalbrovac.co.in
B-8, Second Floor, Nehru Ground, NIT, Faridabad - 121001

KALBRO is now authorised distributor and service provider for BECKER products in North India
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Simplex Automatic Paper & Board Roll to

Sheet Cutting Machine, Slitting Rewinding Machine,

Corrugate Sheet Cutting Machine, Duplex Roll to Sheet

Cutting Machine with Slitting Attachment,

Flexo Roll to Sheet Cutting & Cold Lamination Machine,

Flexo Printing Machine, Servo Drive Paper, Non Woven,

Flexo & Corrugated Roll to Sheet Cutting Machine,

Non Woven Roll to Sheet Cutting Machine

Enrolling as the member of the 
premier Association, members 

have the benefit of business 
Connectivity and Networking. 
Business growth, expansion and 
diversification, Export promotion 
and import facilitation, Connectivity 
with foreign Business Partners 
for Joint Ventures, Technology 
Transfer, collaborations and Contract 
Manufacturing Tie-ups. Identification 
of Advanced Technology, Technical 
Alliances, Turn-key Projects 
& Capital Goods, Marketing, 
Branding & Promotion amongst 
members and at various events/
Exhibitions. Resolving issues and 
problems related to Manufacturing 
industry and other sectors. Receive 
newsletters, event alerts, business 
informations, leads, government 
schemes and incentives. Suggestions 
and recommendations to present 
to Government for policy change 
and Implementations. Business 
Management and Entrepreneurial 
Leadership Coaching for Members & 
main Workforce.

ICPMA membership priviledges

FOR JOINING MEMBERSHIP OF ICPMA
PLEASE CONTACT

Priyank Mathur | Mob.: + 91 7428026409
Email : info.icpma@gmail.com

FOR ADVERTISEMENT BOOKING IN ICPMA NEWSLETTER
PLEASE CONTACT

 Priyank Mathur | Mob.: + 91 7428026409
 Email : info.icpma@gmail.com
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•  Flatbed Diecutting, waste
 removal and front 
 waste removal
•  Motorise cutting Force
•  Sheet Synchronisation device
•  Electric Pile correction
•  Convertible Pull and 
 Push type sidelay on
  both operator and
 opposite operator side
•  Non Stop feeder with 
 inline pile preparation
•  Non Stop Apron Delivery

•  AUTOMATIC DIECUTTER AND HOT-FOILSTAMPING MACHINES  •  AUTOMATIC FLUTE LAMINATOR 
•  AUTOMATIC FOLDER GLUERS FOR FOLDING CARTON AND CORRUGATED

 customer need
•  Registered Hologram 
 Stamping
•  Heat insulation
•  12 heating zones
•  Foil Brake control system
•  lonised Air to prevent static
 genetation in foil
•  Used Foil rewind system
•  Longitudinal and 
 transverse foil

Most versatile Folder Gluer range

MANUFACTURER OF

Most Versatile Flatbed Diecutter and
FoilStampers made by DGM with feature like.

 

Technocut 1050 - Automatic 
Flatbed Diecutter with speed of 
7500 sheets/hr for the Solid 
board ranging from 80gsm - 

sheets upto 5mm thick.

DGM_PWI_July'22.indd   1 10/3/2022   3:53:37 PM

Smart Flute X 1450/1650 - Fully 
Automatic Servo driven Flute 
Laminator, Speed of the machine is 
160 meters/Min with the Feeder  
speed of max 13000 sheets/hr.

TechnoFoil 1050 FSC - Automatic Hot Foil 
Stamping machine with Diecutting and 
waste removal at a speed of 7500 sheets/hr 
including longitudinal, transverse direction 
foil movement and registered holographic 
foil-stamping as an option.

TechnoFold Folder Gluer - is 
designed to run maximum speed of 
300meters/min with Solid Board 
ranging from 170gsm -800gsm and 
3 Ply Litho-laminated cartons upto 
20mm folded thickness

SmartFold Classic Folder Gluer -
is designed to run maximum speed 
of 400meters/min with Solid Board 
ranging from 170gsm -800gsm and 
3 Ply Litho-laminated cartons upto 
15mm folded thickness.
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defect detection, PrintChek™ reads 
and evaluates barcodes for quality and 
assesses the geometry of the sheet for 
size, skew and trim. 

The principle involves several 
cameras installed above (top-print) 
or below (bottom-print) the sheet 
along with light modules to illuminate 
the sheet. Line-scanning cameras 
take images as the sheet passes 
and the image is re-assembled in 
order to evaluate. Minimum defects 
down to 2.5mm are visible. Color 

measurements of a delta-E value 
of 3 can be resolved for accurate 
inspection of ink recipes and matching 
to desired corporate color standards. 

PrintChek™ uses the familiar 
ClearVisionBoxChek 7 interface to 
activate desired inspection tests, set 
tolerances and view images. The live 
image is always visible on screen 
and defects are visible in the defect 
viewer that sorts images, provides 
close examination opportunities and 
highlights reasons for the defect being 

PrintChek: Full Sheet, Inline Print 
Inspection for Die-Cutters and Flexos

Increasingly, fl exographic printing 
on corrugated secondary packaging is 
coming under scrutiny from customers 
whose brand identities are clearly 
displayed on boxes and trays or for 
whom important text and information 
is printed on the box that must be 
correct and legible. Some quality 
managers will report that printing 
defects are not among the top three 
issues that they deal with throughout 
the year but with point of purchase 
boxes/trays it can be the number one 
complaint. In addition, print quality 
expectations of large key accounts are 
increasing and exceeding the ability 
of your fl exo presses or operators to 
scrutinize output suffi ciently to prevent 
future complaints.

The ClearVision® division of Valco 
Melton is introducing PrintChek™ – a 
camera-based tool for inspecting 
the entire width of every corrugated 
sheet in a Flexo-Folder-Gluer or 
Die-Cutter and analyzing it for print 
quality. From spots and hickeys to 
color registration problems, stripes, 
scratches and smeared, ghosted or 
missing print, PrintChek™ is able to 
compare each sheet to a standard 
and highlight areas of concern to be 
removed and inspected. Along with 

Vision and quality assurance systems - ClearVision® products

identifi ed. If there is 
no viable pdf standard 
available to compare 
to, a sample box can 
be run as a “golden 
standard.” Defect 
data are stored in SQL 
format and defect 
images are stored 
for later inspection. 
MeasurementChek 
continues to serve 
as both a local and 
remote access point for 
production data, per 
box details and all of 
the data are stored on 
the local device, not 
the cloud. 

Valco Melton is 
a leading supplier of 
gluing and inspection 

systems in the corrugated industry. 
Since 1952, Valco Melton has been 
selling and servicing equipment 
and providing robust solutions for 
the industry. ClearVision® products 
are dedicated to using vision for 
inspecting corrugated production and 
making removal of defects from the 
production stream possible.

For more information, contact your 
local Valco Melton representative or 
visithttp://bit.ly/2vPvCRn
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